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					Amazing Prague
Prague, the capital of the Czech Republic, is located at the heart of Europe surrounded by Germany, Poland, Slovakia and Austria and is a respected member of the European Union.


						The city has a highly developed, modern central eastern European flavour whose traditional cityscape has been well-preserved over the years. Friendly and welcoming, it is flooded by tourists every year who seek the unique beauty of Prague.


						Amazing Prague is full of information to help make life easier during a stay. The first few restaurants, authorities needed to register or acquire a driver's licence, public transport, the region's delights, shops, hotels, doctors, sources, clubs, international schools; they can all be found here. Enjoy your stay.
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							Ponec Theatre.
First opened in 2001 this theatre has become home of the contemporary dance movement in Prague. Although it does have it's own ensemble at this time it does attract and showcase some of the most talented dancers...
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							The House of the Black Madonna.
What wondrous thing might lie behind this mystical name? A small cubist art museum is the answer. Plus it is the first and perhaps still most famous example of Cubist architecture in the Czech Republic. Constructed between 1911 and 1912...
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							Prague State Opera.
Said to be the most beautiful of the opera houses in Prague it opened in 1888 for the German stage premiering Wagner’s opera, The Mastersingers of Nurnberg. It is spacious and luxurious and its neo-Rococo décor is simply...
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							Reduta Jazz Club.
The oldest Jazz club, founded in 1958 during the communist occupation of Prague. Did you ever catch Bill Clinton, the then President of the USA, jamming on a saxophone with Vaclav Havel to My Funny Valentine on the tele...
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							English International School.
The English International School, Prague is a fee paying co-educational day school teaching pupils from 18 months to 18 years using the National Curriculum of England, which for English children moving to Prague is a huge advantage...
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							International Montessori School of Prague.
This is the first and only American Montessori accredited school in the whole of Europe and is named after Dr Maria Montessori, who created the Montessori Methodology that focuses on the ‘whole child’, academically, physically, emotionally... 
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							Dog Licence.
It’s a dog’s life in the Czech Republic. Czechs love their poochies and you see them everywhere. Some sources say that nowhere else in the world as many dogs are owned as in the Czech Republic. Anyway, if you decide to bring your...
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							Driver Licence.
Driving licenses can be exchanged for Czech equivalents. Owners of a driving license staying in the Czech Republic for more than 185 days a year, respectively holders of a long term or permanent residency permit are obliged to file...
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							Trips.
What could be more fun than a day spent splishing and splashing in turquoise water? Perhaps having nine aqua slides keeping your kids entertained. And who are we kidding, you probably would not mind a cool run through...
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							Public Transport.
Prague’s integrated public transport is one of the best in Europe. Metro, trams, and buses combine seamlessly into a single mode of transportation within the city. Safe, efficient, intimate, and environmentally friendly, public transport...
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							Development.
After forty years of Communism, the Czech Republic became a democracy in 1989. In the years after, especially in Prague, it soon became evident that the country would make a relatively smooth transition into free market economy...
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							Amazing Prague - New format rolled out through Germany
The new Amazing Capitals format is even more streamlined to enable readers a speedier search for what they are looking for. Reduced to three main zones, the site offers Expat Life, Things To Do and The Location. Some  capitals online...
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							Germany's Great - And often very surprising
Receive an early insight to a new and exciting project that is being developed. Germany's Great is telling the world about all that is wonderful, quirky or enjoyable about Germany and the Germans. The first of many. Progressing daily, topics include the Smile Days... 
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							Village Green - A Children's Creative Charity
This project will bring orphans from across Europe together for creative vacations in a special place. The non-profit organisation will be active in several countries. The new website is now online and fundraising has commenced...
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